
ALASKA AND THE YUKON

contemplate Bonington and his party edging their way up the S face of
Annapurna.

In general, mountain literature is rich and varied within the bounds of a
subject that tends to be esoteric. It is not easy to transpose great actions into
good, let alone great literature-the repetitive nature of the Expedition Book
demonstrates this very well and it may well be a declining genre for this reason.
Looking to the future a more subtle and complex approach may be necessary to
to give a fresh impetus to mountain literature which so far has not thrown up
a Master of towering and universal appeal. Perhaps a future generation will
provide us with a mountaineer who can combine the technical, literary and
scientific skills to write as none before him. But that is something we must
leave to time-'Time, which is the author of authors'.

Shining mountains, nameless valleys:

Alaska and the Yukon
Terris Moore and Kenneth Andrasko

The world's first scientific expedition, sent out by Peter the Great-having
already proved by coasting around the E tip of Siberia that Asia must be
separated from unseen America-is now, July, 1741, in the midst of its
second sea voyage of exploration. In lower latitudes this time, the increasing
log of sea miles from distant Petropavlovsk 6 weeks behind them, stirs Com
mander Vitus Bering and his 2 ship captains, Sven Waxell of the 'St. Peter'
and Alexei Chirikov of the 'St Paul', to keen eagerness for a landfall of the
completely unexplored N American coast, somewhere ahead.

oon. 16 July. Cloudy and drizzling; but breaks permit a solar observation
for latitude: 58° 14' ,longitude uncertain. Then the clouds part, unrolling
before Commander Bering and his ship's rapt company a magnificent
panorama-tersely entered in the 'St Peter's' log: 'At 12: 30 we sighted high
snow-covered mountains and among them a high volcano by W'. Mount St
Elias and the discovery of Alaska! On board the 'St Paul' out of sight to the S
at almost the same time: 'At two in the morning we distinguished some very
high mountains ahead ... This must be America'. Then turning N, when in
latitude 58° 21', ' ... high, snow covered mountains, bearing N 3/4 E': the
spectacular Fairweather Range. And since the highest points of both these
Ranges are all boundary peaks, this historic moment also represents the first
view by literate men of the rim of W Canada-Yukon Territory and British
Columbia.

International is indeed the word for these border ranges, especially their
highest peak, Mount St Elias (5489 m). Discovered by a Dane in the employ
of the Russian government, named for a Greek saint, first mapped by an
Englishman who claimed possession of the region for his country, again
claimed in turn as possessions by official expeditions from Spain, and then
France, purchased from Russia by the United States, the first ascent of the
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Alaska and the Yukon

highest summit of this boundary shared with Canada, was made by a royal
Italian Duke!

In what follows we tell something of the romantic early climbing history
of these magnificent mountains. In a following piece for the 'Alpine Journal'
1977, we brief their physiography, plate tectonics, remarkable climatology;
and conclude with views of high order mountaineering here during the past
20 and more years, with comment upon remaining opportunities for younger
climbers such as the ACG.

After Bering, the next literate people to view these mountains were the
British under Captain James Cook. In the summer of 1778, with the newly
invented chronometer aboard, an instrument making it possible for the first
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time to determine longitude at sea, he proceeded to map Alaska's S coasts to
standards of modern accuracy. During 5 days (3-7 May) of continuous sight
ings, he plotted the bearings to 'a very high peaked mountain, which obtained
the name of Mount Fair Weather': by which we still know our 4663 m tide
water giant today. Moreover it remained for Cook-and not Bering (who had
named only the Cape 'St Elias')-to apply the name of the saint to the moun
tain, and publish it thus on a map. This chart also was the first to publish the
name 'Alaska' as applied to the Great Land. *

Mountain climbing, which marked its first milestone in Europe with the
ascent of Mcmt Blanc in 1786, had a modest beginning that same year in
Alaska. Both sprang from a scientific background. In Europe the dis
tinguished Genevese scientist, H. B. de Saussure had offered a prize for the
first man to reach the summit of Europe's highest peak. In Alaska, the French
scientific expedition commanded by the Comte de La Perouse, sent out as
one of the last acts of Louis XVI's reign, was ordered to explore and map the
coast. In early July, 1786, the ships 'Boussole' and 'Astrolabe' entered Lituya
Bay-a T-shaped fjord which La Perouse called 'perhaps the most extra
ordinary place on earth'-and a party of 6 officers, the best known among
them the astronomer Dagelet, set forth ... 'to climb the glacier. After inex
pressible fatigues they covered two leagues (6 miles), having to cross, at great
risk, crevasses of tremendous depth. They saw nothing but continuous snow
and ice which ended only at the summit of Mount Fairweather.' Today, a
dramatic nearby peak, Mount Dagelet (2987 m) permanently commemorates
this event; so also Mount La Perouse (3270 m); and Mount Crillon (3879 m),
the latter named by La Perouse himself for the sixteenth-century French
general.

Capt Alessandro Malaspina, the Italian navigator in the employ of the
Spanish crown, on a round-the-world scientific mission, explored part of this
coast in 1791. Disappointed in the hope of finding here the entrance to a NW
Passage, he named Disenchantment Bay; and he made the first triangulation
of the height of Mount St Elias, which for most of the 19th Century was
believed to be the highest mountain in N America. The 30-mile glacier which
now bears his name, lying between that mountain and the ocean, is part of a
much larger system of glaciers in and around this range, the largest glacial
mass found anywhere outside the polar regions.

In May, 1794, from the upper reaches of Cook Inlet, Capt George
Vancouver, observed on the NW horizon 'distant stupendous mountains
covered with snow, and apparently detached from one another': the first
mention in literature of today's Mount McKinley (6194 m) and Mount
Foraker (5304 m). Forty years after this first 125 mile long view from the S,
Andrei Glazunov, made an overland journey to within '70 or 80 ve~sts' (about
50 miles) of the great mountain from the W, reporting that the native inhabi
tants in their language called it 'Tenada'. The mountain is so marked on the
first published map of the region: Russian Governor Baron von Wrangell's,
dated 1839.

The first mountain to be ascended in Russian-America, Mount Edgecumbe
(976 m), an extinct volvano at the entrance to Sitka Sound, had been named

'Alaska' is derived from a root word of the Aleut islanders meaning 'great country' or
'mainland'.
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by Cook in 1778. Captain Yuri Lisianski of the Imperial Russian avy com
manding the 'Neva' during the first Russian circumnavigation of the world,
visited Sitka; and in July, 1805, made the climb. We may speculate that, since
it was Lisianski who the year before had helped Govenor Baranof to recap
ture the nearby settlement of Nova Arkhangelsk (Sitka) from the natives, this
little mountain-climbing expedition may have been made as a demonstration
of control over the local countryside.

The next mountain ascent of which we have knowledge, may have been
the occasion of the first raising of the American flag in Alaska. On 9
September 1867, Or George Oavison of the US Coast Survey was working at
the historic island of Unalaska, halfway down the Aleutian Chain. Impelled
by sheer exuberance at the propect of the transfer of Alaska from Russia to
the USA, and with the official ceremonies not scheduled to take place until
18 October at Sitka, he seems to have staged a private ceremony in advance.
Ascending to the summit of the nearby volcano Makushin (2036 m), the
highest point of the island, he brought up an American flag, which 'was
secured to a staff carried up for that purpose and left there'. An entertaining
motive; but walking up a small volcano is not mountaineering by Alpine
standards, even the early ones of that day. "

7 Shishaldin volcano. Photo: State of Alaska
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A higher and more difficult climb was made 5 years later on tpe volcano
Shishaldin (2857 m), the highest mountain of the Aleutian Islands. That
effort by 'the amiable and indefatigable traveller', Alphonse Pinart, well
known and much published ethnologist of his day, is summarised by
Bancroft, Alaska's early historian: ' ... the French scientist attempted the
ascent ... of Mount Shishaldin on Oonimak (Unimak) Is. in September, 1872.
But after attaining, as he relates, a height of 8,872 feet, he was confronted by
almost perpendicular walls of ice.' Judging from the remarkable shape of the
cone near the mountain's summit, the fact that it is an active volcano, and
that the official US Coast Survey about that time gives the height of the top
of the mountain as 100 feet lower than the altitude Pinart believed he had
attained, he may well have had a dramatic and stimulating clim bi

In the Alps, where it all began, a sort of 'Golden Age' of mountaineering is
often discerned as starting about 1854 with the ascent of the Wetterhorn by
Wills, and ending with the first ascent of the Matterhorn by Whymper in
1865. Alaska's golden age of mountaineering may be perceived to have fol
lowed a quite different pattern: one completely dominated by the fact that
basic geographical exploration of vast unknown terrain had first to be accom
plished. Often, as in the case of Mount St Elias during the 7 expeditions over
20 years which did not conclude with its ascent until 1897, it was the
climbers themselves who did the geographical exploration. Again with Mount
McKinley, Mount Logan, and even later in 1930 the last of Alaska's pre
viously unknown high mountains were photographed and reported, and
climbed in the 1950s.

Mount St Elias became the first to receive the attention of mountain
eering-exploring expeditions when, in 1874, the US Coast Survey published
an official figure of 19,500 ft-1500 too high and not corrected for 20
years-as the height of this imposing coastal peak. With the very existence of
today's Mounts McKinley and Logan then unknown, and with the height of
Orizaba in Mexico (the seeming nearest competitor), well established at
around 18,500 ft, St Elias thereafter for some years seemed confirmed as 'the
highest mountain in N America'. But of greater interest then actually, than
this bit of esoterica, loomed the intriguing geographical question of what
would be found lying N behind and beyond this St Elias range of great white
peaks, running E and W, blocking the horizon as seen from the waters of
Disenchantment Bay? Would it be forests, rivers, lakes, or northern prairie
perhaps, peopled by aboriginal inhabitants? The simplest way then to have a
look-difficult though it might be-lay across the 30-mile unexplored
Malaspina Glacier, and thence up the SE ridges of St Elias, high enough to see
N. The promise of a view from such an elevated station over the completely
unknown country beyond would give an explorer-scientist something worth
reporting about that particular 150 mile 'blank on the map'.

1877, and the first expedition to St Elias left Sitka in native ocean-going
canoes, led by C. E. S. Wood (the early authority on the Tlingit Indians), but
proved unable to reach the St Elias coast 250 miles N, and turned in at
Glacier Bay. 1886: the next expedition, led by Lieut. F. Schwatka the Arctic
explorer and with H. W. Seton-Karr the English alpinist a member, effected a
landing from Indian canoes through the surf opposite St Elias; but got no
farther than 7200 ft up in the foothills, not even on to the ridges of St Elias
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itself. 1888: the English alpinists W. H. Topham, E. Topham, H. G. Broke and
their New York friend William I. Williams, reached 11,600 ft at last on the
ridges of the great mountain. But being entirely dependent upon wood for
cooking, they found themselves stopped half-way up by lack of equipment
essential to glacier camping: most specifically a light kerosene stove to melt
snow for water for cooking. They had been planning entirely 'Alpine style'
mountaineering, not realising the vast distances of polar type ice and snow
travel they would first have to cover, nor the great length of ice and snow
ridges on a mountain of this height.

8 Leaving Yakllt"t for Icy Bay in canoes, July I 888. From 'Scribner's
Magazine' 4/1889

Professor Israel C. Russell, University of Michigan geologist, read these
accounts; and his expeditions, in 1890 and 1891, supported by the US Geo
logical Survey and the infant National Geographic Society, came specifically
equipped with oil stoves for glacier travel. Finally-after the loss of 5 boat
men (of the US Revenue cutter 'Bear', whose service he had obtained), and
one mountain porter, drowned during a landing through the surf-a month
later RusseLl finally got the grand view N. The date is 24 July 1891 and he is
just reaching his highest point at 4420 m: 'When my assistant had progressed
about 100 feet, the length of our line, he planted his alpenstock deep in the
snow and shouted for us to come up. With the aid of the line and the steps
that had been made, I was soon beside him, and, detaching myself from the
line, continued up the slope, leaving the men to coil up the rope and follow. 1
was now so near the crest of the divide that only a few yards remained before
I should be able to see the country to the north; a vast region which no man
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Crevasses on tbe upper Muldrow glacier of Mount McKinley



Mount Sanford from the WSW, slopes of Mount Drum in the foreground

Mount Cook from the N. Arctic Institute of N. America research camp on the right



University Peak and Peak 'B' from the NE over Mount Bona

These historical colour pictures of the Alaska mountains were taken by Terris Moore
more than 3S years ago on Kodachrome film with a Leica camera.



N face of Mount Deborab with NW ridge descending on rigbt
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had yet beheld. Pressing on, I pictured in fancy the character of the country
beyond. Having crossed the coastal mountain belt at the head of Lynn Canal,
and traversed the country to the north of it there, I fancied that I should
behold a similar region north of Mount St Elias. I expected to see a compara
tively low, wooded country stretching to the north, with lakes and rivers and
perhaps some sign of human habitation, but I was entirely mistaken. What did
meet my eager gaze was a vast snow-covered region, limitless in its expanse,
through which hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of barren angular mountain
peaks projected. There was not a stream, not a lake, and not a trace of vege
tation of any kind in sight. Vast glacial snow surfaces stretched away to
unknown distances. I could see every detail in the forbidding landscape for
miles and miles ... it called to mind the pictures given by Arctic explorers of
the borders of the great Greenland ice-sheet, where rocky islands known as
"nunataks", alone break the monotony of the boundless sea of ice ... (back)
to the SE rose Mount Fairweather (15,300 ft), plainly distinguishable
although 160 miles away.... At an equal distance northwest two prominent
mountain ranges.... One flat-topped mountain, due north by compass, I have
called Mount Bear (14,850), in memory of the good ship which took us to
Icy Bay, from whose boats on landing our six companions drowned.'

Halted by deteriorating weather, and heavy snowfall with avalanche
dangers on their climbing route, Russell's party now returned to the coast.
Here they re-triangulated the altitude of Mount St Elias, bringing that figure
back to reality: 18,100 ft-not far from Malaspina's determination of 17,847
ft a century earlier.

1897: two expeditions, one American, starting first; the other Italian. The
Americans, headed by Henry G. Bryant, Princeton graduate who had led
the Peary relief expedition of 1894, accomplished the first direct crossing of
the Malaspina Glacier; but then, delayed by lengthy mountain storms, weak
ened by porter illness and insufficient supplies to wait that out, had to turn
back. A gracious note to the Italians wished them every success. These were
led by the 24-year-old Duke of the Abruzzi, an ardent alpinist who, with
Mummery had climbed the Matterhorn by the Zmutt Ridge. His group con
sisted of Cagni the avy lieutenant of later fame in the Arctic, Sella the
photographer later to distinguish himself on K2, a representative of the
Italian Alpine Club, Filippo de Filippi the medical doctor scientist, 4 Swiss
guides, 10 young American packers plus Indian porters to make up a total
party of 25. One of the Americans, C. L. Andrews, later became a well-known
historian; accounts by several members were published; and the whole enter
taining episode has become a well-remembered part of international moun
taineering folklore.

Gracious cooperation shines through the reports of these 2 expeditions.
Both perceived themselves as employing science for the benefit of mankind,
to understand, in Filippi's words 'the war of the elements waged in the
mountain world-the only other portion of nature's realm that can rival the
ocean in grandeur and force, in wild fury and peaceful calm'. Abruzzi's origi
nal objective for 1897 had been Nanga Parbat where Mummery just pre
viously had lost his life. It was 'affectionate regret for his unfortunate friend,
and a hope of subduing the fatal peak which moved HRH to choose that
mountain for attack'. But then a plague in the Punjab followed by disastrous
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9 Mount St Elias from tbe E.
Tbis and next pboto:
Bradford Wasbburn

famine there had turned the Duke to St Elias.
Professor Fay, president of the Appalachian Mountain Club (parent of the

then embryonic American Alpine Club) met the Italian party at their boat in
ew York, having already arranged the cooperation of Professor Rus ell's

contacts for men and supplies at Seattle.
From the 'Alpine Journal' and other published accounts of the earlier

attempts, Abruzzi recognised the climbing ridges of St Elias as something he
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and his Swiss guides could easily understand and handle; and that, in contrast,
the vast reaches of the Malaspina Glacier which had so debilitated the 4-pre
ceding parties, called for an additional specially equipped polar ice-cap style
group, to help the mountaineering party across. Some of the more extrava
gant legend which over the years has gathered about this colourful expedi
tion, may bear a little correcting. It could not, for example, have been 'the
entire University of Washington football team' which was recruited, seeing
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that in fact there were 'ten American porters, picked men under the command
(of an eleventh) ... recommended by Professors Russell and Fay; four were
University students, four were sailors, an Italian, a gold-digger, and one poet
who had earned his bread by teaching classics and then became a sailor .. .'.
The 'iron bedsteads', at which so much fun has been poked, are indeed so
reported, but seem more realistically to have been the latest in light hollow
metal-tube folding cots, very likely superior to the primitive heavy, leaky,
rubber air-mattresses, the alternative in that day.

The Whymper tents weighed 33 lbs apiece, oil cloths for tent floors 7, rugs
'to prevent puncture by bootnails' 4, feather sleeping-sacks 10, and the much
ridiculed 5 'iron bedsteads' 14 lbs each. There was no such thing as light
weight mountaineering equipment in those years!

Four specially constructed sledges were loaded to 750 lbs each, 4 men per
sledge although sometimes in difficult spots requiring more, and headed
across the Malaspina. The mountaineering party made it over in 3 luminous
sub-Arctic nights 1,2 and 3 July. Halfway, the famous glacier worms,
springtail fleas, and spiders were encountered on the snow and collected for
later scientific study.

4 July. 'HRH allowed the Americans a holiday; and we saw their national
flag flying over their camp up the mountain side.... The guides and porters
being unprovided with bedsteads (instead, heavy blankets on their tentfloors)
planted their tents on a narrow grassy ledge a short distance above the glacier,
but ours were pitched on the snow.'

From travelling N they now turned sharply W, and consumed over 3
weeks-in contrast to 3 days for a similar distance-traversing the Seward,
Agassiz Glaciers, and then up the Newton. The latter 'is about eight miles in
length. It took us thirteen days to reach the upper end. We encamped six
times on the way, and our average march was a little over a mile and a half.
We had to contend almost constantly with persistent dense snowfalls, which
lasted entire days, enveloping us in a blinding cloud ... surroundings
strangely vague.' Sometimes 'we walked like somnambulists, mistaking
shallow depressions for bottomless gulfs, and scraping elbows and packs
against walls of snow close beside us which we thought to be flat!'

29 July. The high party of 10 in camp at 2640 m on the upper Newton
Glacier. Clearing weather. The 'iron bedsteads', with other non-essentials,
now cached 10 days behind them, their overnighting in high glacier camps
lacked our modern comforts of light plastic foam or reliable air mattresses.
One more day, the Swiss guides having cut steps where necessary up an easy
headwall to the col of the high saddle between Mount Newton and St Elias
while 'HRH with a small party, returned to our preceding camp to bring up
provisions' -and they pitch their tents at 3750 m on that col.

31 July. lam. Clear, calm, +18°F. 'Venus shines serenely over Mt Newton',
as they leave their high camp for the summit. On the first rope 4: Petigax and
Macquignaz, the 2 guides, alternate the lead; HRH, of course, and Lieut. Cagni.
Two 3-man ropes follow. Ahead the climbing route is seen to be 'easy'
throughout: nothing like the Zmutt ridge or other difficult routes they so
well remember. 'The surface is uneven and ribbed, reminding us of winter
snow-slopes in the Alps'. Long before a 6.30 breakfast halt, the sun has risen,
and they discern the many familiar features of their long approach route now
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so far below them to the S. 'Beyond, and more than 62 miles off, lies the blue
expanse of Yakutat Bay.'

At about 7.00 their 2 aneroids indicate an altitude equal to the summit of
Mont Blanc. 'Almost all of us are suffering more or less from the rarefaction
of the air'-they are nearing the level of the earth's atmosphere where the
density will be half that of sea-Ievel-'some being attacked by headache,
others by serious difficulty of breathing and general exhaustion. Our legs
seem heavy as lead. Every step requires a distinct effort of will. HRH slackens
the pace of his caravan, and sometimes calls a halt to wait for those who have
fallen to the rear. He is determined to keep us all together, knowing the sense
of discouragement felt by anyone left behind by the rest of the party.' But
then, some hours later, almost noon: looking up 'suddenly we saw Petigax
and Macquignaz move aside to make way for the Prince. They were within a
few paces of the top. HRH stepped forward ... we hastened breathlessly to
join him ... every trace of fatigue disappeared in the joy of success.'

Twelve days later they have made it back to the coast 'through the forests,
where we revelled in the greenery, joyfully inhaling the perfume of myriads
of flowers, and the balsamic odours of resinous trees'. But, lacking the pro
tection of our modern repellents, head-nets, or even mosquito proof tents, the
last night ashore takes its toll. Bryant's biographer tells us: 'The Duke was
resting on his yacht at anchor off Yakutat village ... Bryant did not wish to
pass on, when they were so near, without tendering his congratulations upon
the successful ascent of the mountain. So Bryant went aboard and was shown
into the cabin. The Duke reclined upon a locker, clad in flannel trousers and a
sweater, "so disfigured by venomous bites as to be totally unrecognizible". He
said: "Mr Bryant, I have conquaired ze Mount St Elias, but ze mosquitoes,
zay have conquaired me!" ,

In January, 1897, even while Abruzzi had been preparing for his success
on 'North America's highest peak', the' ew York Sun' reported the dis
covery of a yet larger giant mountain in far interior Alaska, soaring to at least
20,000 ft. Soon a controversy developed over what it should be named. This
was followed-after numerous climbing expeditions-by another as to who
had made the mountain's first ascent. Remarkably, both controversies con
tinue actively today. Indeed, in 1975 as we go to press, the Alaska State
Legislature has petitioned the US Board on Geographic Names in Washington,
formally asking for a discontinuance of the name 'Mount McKinley'. An
official change is sought to the name 'Denali', by which the mountain from
time immemorial was known to its neighbouring Tanana tribe of Athapascan
Indians. In this they are not alone: 'The Ascent of Denali' remains forever the
title of the book published about the mountain's generally accepted first
ascent, in 1913, by the Rev Hudson Stuck, Anglican Archdeacon of the
Yukon.

The English artist Frederick Whymper (brother of Edward the alpinist),
and his friend William H. Dall of Boston (America's first scientist in Alaska),
canoed together up the Yukon River in May- June 1867 when that region was
still Russian America. Both published; and on Dall's 1870 map, our great
mountain, its immense height unappreciated from 150 miles away, is shown
simply as 'Alaska Range'. Next in the 1870s, occasional prospectors along the
Yukon and Tanana Rivers became increasingly aware of 'the great ice moun-
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tain to the south'. Indeed we are told that one Frank Densmore, happening in
1889 to approach more closely, gave such excited accounts of this incredible
3Y2 vertical miles of glacier soaring up right out of the tundra-probably no
mountain spectacle quite like this anywhere on earth-that for years there
after 'it was known along the Yukon as Densmore's Mountain'. But in 1896,
another prospector, William Dickey, a Princeton University graduate,
approaching from the opposite side via Cook Inlet on the S, published the
name honouring the then US Presidential candidate by which, officially, we
refer to it today.

Of the 11 mountain exploring and climbing expeditions which, beginning
in 1903, attempted to reach Denali's summit-before in 1913 that rather
exclusive spot was at last unquestionably reached-Dr Frederick Cook's
claim to its first ascent in 1906 is the only one which continues to surface in
current literature 7 decades later. It is inextricably bound with a subject
perennially good for some redundant new book: who reached the North Pole
first-Cook, Peary, both, or neither? The photographs of Dr Cook and his
Eskimos on the polar ice pack in 1908 prove nothing of course and never can,
as to their presence at, or distance from, 90°. N. But his earlier photographic
claim: 'The Flag on the Summit of Mount McKinley, 20,390 feet ...
September 16th ... ten o'clock in the morning' may readily be compared
with subsequently published photographs by others of the real thing. Today's
interested mountaineer may easily study the 1906 Mount McKinley claim,
and draw his own sophisticated conclusion as to that one!

During this same decade 2 other conspicuous Alaskan peaks also received
their first ascents. Mount Wrangell (4317 m), a glacier-covered volcano with
some of the gentlest mountain slopes in the world, was ascended by Robert
Dunn, Harvard graduate and early gold-rusher of '98. He did Wrangell with
one companion in July, 1908, 'to study the relation of an active volcanic
cone to a great ice-cap'. An 'old bay mare to carry blankets and grub' took
them to 1890 m, then their own backpacking to a high camp at 3080 m; and
from there they walked to the summit probing for crevasses with a long hand
cut tent pole.

The other, Mount Blackburn (4996 m), a vastly more difficult objective,
was first attempted in 1911 by Miss Dora Keen, a Bryn Mawr college gradu
ate, because 'completion of the Copper River Railway in April had made it
(Blackburn) the most accessible of Alaska's dozen great snow peaks'. She
later wrote: 'If Blackburn had been in the latitude of Switzerland I would
have climbed it, as I did Mont Blanc in two days'. But long enduring snow
storms across 35 miles of completely unexplored glaciers and climbing ridges,
made another season necessary. The finally successful ascent in 1912 is
always remembered for the piquant romance it engendered between her and
Mr G. W. Handy, a German technical school graduate then mining in Alaska:
of all other companions among the 10 who started, only he saw her through
to the summit. Her telegram home to the Philadelphia Geographical Society
read: AFTER THIRTEEN DAYS SNOWSTORM SPENT IN (glacier) CAVES
MADE THE SUMMIT OF MOUNT BLACKBURN ON MAY 19TH. Their sub
sequent marriage seems a fitting conclusion for this first sub-Arctic mountain
ascent by a woman. Not exactly an 'easy day for a lady'!
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10 Mount B/ackburn from the S

Then comes the long gap, 1913 to 1930, during which not one of the
remaining unclimbed of Alaska's 'dozen great snow peaks'-those higher than
any elsewhere in the US (that is, over Californian Mt Whitney's 4418 m)-was
marked by a first ascent. The reason seems to have been the diversion of
mountaineering interest toward that vast glacier system, the size of Switzer
land, a region of unknown mountain nunataks over which invisibly the 141st
meridian's international boundary runs due 'direttissima'. In the midst of
this white wilderness, and so remote as to be approachable in those years only
by antarctic style dog team and man-haul sledging among great glacial
crevasses, rose the dimly perceived bulk of Mount Logan: 14,000 ft above
the level of its surrounding glaciers. Its summit plateau, nearly 20,000 ft
above the ocean distantly visible, runs 11 miles E and W at the 16,000 ft
level. The whole structure has been called by a Canadian geologist 'probably
the greatest mountain mass on the globe'; its altitude, recently recomputed, is
at least 5944 m. .

Among these ice-field mountain ranges the International Boundary Com
mission carried out plane-tabling from points along both sides of the astro
nomically determined line, their highest first ascent being Mount atazhat
(4095 m), at 141 0 06' W, its summit about 2'h miles within Alaska. This 1913
climb headed by H. F. J. Lambart of the !BC and a member of the Alpine
Club of Canada, led to post-World War I planning at the University of
Toronto, by the ACC with the American Alpine Club and The Alpine Club
(London) for an ascent of Mount Logan.
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Although lying wholly within Canada, Logan in those years could only be
approached via a long journey from Alaska. Lambart's account of this peace
ful international 'conquest' in 1925, reveals that for once this usually
objectionable term was appropriately applied in a climbing title. For the
limits of human endurance were surely reached in a succes ful struggle with a
very hostile environment, to occupy for the first time, a rather exceptional
place on our planer. In summary, they endured 'a hundred mile walk up the
Chitina River valley' to the glaciers and 'nearly another hundred over these to
the top'. Forty-four days were Spent sledging, backpacking, climbing and
returning-all on snow and ice. The long summit plateau was found to be
lashed by furious blinding gales of driving snow; temperatures for 10 con
tinuous days above 4500 m ranged between zero and minus BOF (in June!).
Then on the descent they became lost and separated, 3 of the party spending
nearly 42 hours out in these conditions lacking any shelter; they were saved
at the last only by finding one of the tiny willow cuttings by which they had
marked their upward trail. Contemporary tributes from Everest climbers, who
the year before had struggled to 8500 m without oxygen, were expressed in
these words about the Mt Logan party: 'Grea.ter hardships have probably
never been experienced in any mountaineering expedition-a unique per
formance in the history of mountain exploration'.

11 Looking to MouTll Salisbury from Mount Fairweather.
P!Joto: Terris Moore
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Beginning 5 years later, the remaining unvisited summits of 'Alaska's
dozen great snow peaks'-to use Dora Keen's phrase-yielded to climbing
expeditions. Chronologically the catalogue goes:

1930-Mount Bona (5029 m), at the N end of the Ice-Field Ranges.
1931-Mount Fairweather (4663 m), boundary peak, 12 miles from

Ocean.
1934-Denali's Wife (5304 m), officially Mount Foraker.
1935-Mount Steele (5073 m), in Yukon Territory, Ice-Field Ranges.
1937-Mount Lucania (5227 m), in Yukon Territory, Ice-Field Ranges.
1938-Mount Sanford (4949 m), northern bastion of the Wrangell Range.
1941-Mount Wood (4842 m), in Yukon Territory, Ice-Field Ranges.
1941-Mount Walsh (4505 m), in Yukon Territory, Ice-Field Ranges.
1949-Mount Vancouver (4785 m), boundary peak; higher summit (?)

1967.
1951-Mount Bear (4526 m), flat summit plateau, Ice-Field Ranges.
1951-Mount Hubbard (4557 m), boundary peak.
1951-Mount Alverstone (4420 m), boundary peak.
1952-King Peak (5221 m), in Yukon Territory, Ice-Field Ranges.
1954-Mount Hunter (4442 m), SW of McKinley.
1955-University Peak (4410 m), SW of Mount Bona.

Alaska's 13th giant,' today's University Peak, had not yet been discovered
when Dora Keen made her count. Also in our list above we have added all 6
of Canada's giants exceeding 4418 m. By chance these are found in the Ice
Field Ranges, only a few miles E of the invisible 141st meridian.

Lesser mountains, some more strikingly beautiful and technically more
difficult though lower than the 19 giants, were also climbed for the first time
during these same years. Issues of the 'American Alpine] ournal' through the
1955 climbing season reveal no less than 27 of these over 7500 ft (2286 m).
These range in time from the 1933 climb of Mount Dagalet (2987 m) in the
Fairweather Range, through the 1938 climb of Mount 'St Agnes' actually Marcus
Baker (4016 m) highest of the Chugach Range, the 1941 climb of Mount
Hayes (4213 m) in the Alaska Range, no less than 5 in the 1952 season the
highest of these Mount Cook (4194 m) a boundary peak, to Mount
Witherspoon's SPeak (3444 m) in the Chugach in 1955. In geographical dis
tribution, they range from Kate's Needle (3049 m) at the far S end of the
Alaska- British Columbia boundary-at 57°N in the latitude of mid-
Scotland-N to exquisite little Mount Doonerak (2273 m) in the Brooks
Range, 75 miles above the Arctic Circle.

Increasingly, aircraft and portable radios contributed to the success of all
this far-flung mountaineering. Ski-equipped aircraft (pilot ]oe Crosson) were
first used by Alien Carpi: to get his scientific party in late winter on to Mount
McKinley in 1932. The next month Bradford Washburn used both seaplane
and portable radios in his attempts that year and the next on Mount Crillon.
Flying ski-equipped aircraft in early summer off the wet grass of a fire-hosed
field and up on to the McKinley mountain glaciers again, was first done in
1932; and the equivalent technique from the slippery tidal mud-flats at
Valdez (pilot Bob Reeve) by Wash burn on to the Mount Lucania glaciers in
the summer of 1937. Air drops by parachute and free fall to mountain camps
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began in 1935 to the Mount Steele party led by Waiter Wood. The invention
of ski-wheel landing gear, interchangeable in flight by hydraulic pump, was
early used (pilot Maury King) with a Norseman aircraft in the 1949 climb at
Mount Vancouver, led by Wood; and the same for light SuperCub aircraft
(pilot T. Moore) supporting Washburn's 1951 McKinley W Buttress climb.
This new landing gear radically increased climbing opportunities throughout
the Alaska- Yukon mountains. Horse and mule pack trains, dog teams, and
long flat land backpacking were eliminated as relatively inexpensive summer
flights from dry ground airports direct to glacier landings at the base of high
angle climbing pitches became available.

The golden age of climbing in these mountains may be said to have ended
with the ascent of the last of the unclimbed giants, in 1955. But the
beginning of the new, modern order of climbing came somewhat earlier, and
is not so easily identified by a single date. Some describe it as beginning with
the first ascent of Mount Deborah (3761 m) in 1954-perhaps because the
leader, Heinrich Harrer, was also a first climber of the much more famous
Eigerwand? But surely the first ascent of Devil's Thumb (2767 m) in 1946,
led by Fred Beckey, was as demanding tech.J.1ically, and occurred earlier. A
claim can also be made for the 1952 King Peak climb as a turning point date.
For when the Mount Logan climbers were passing over King Col they repor
ted that 'the most impressive views (of the whole expedition) were those of
glorious King Peak, whose precipitous sides and terrific aretes would seem to
defy hope of conquest'; only 27 years later, a new generation, the Alaska
Alpine Club, climbed the supposedly unclimbable! Finally, another earlier date
might be claimed: 1947. For in that year's issue of the 'American Alpine
Journal' we read not only of the ascent of the Matterhorn-like (yet more
difficult) Devil's Thumb, but also of the second ascent of St Elias by a com
pletely different (variant) route also in 1946; and further we read Bradford
Washburn's detailed proposals for new (variant) routes on Mount McKinley,
including the W Buttress route which he subsequently led in 1951.

But of course no single date need be chosen. All these events taken
together highlight the arrival of the new order of mountaineering in the
Alaska- Yukon mountains.

(To be continued in AJ 1977)
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